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EUROZONE SLOWS IN Q2 AS PERIPHERY BEATS THE CORE 

Berenberg Macro Flash 

 
GDP Eurozone, qoq change, Q2 2014 
 
Actual:             0.0% 
Previous:          0.2% 
Consensus:      0.1% 
Berenberg:       0.1% 

 
Eurozone GDP was flat in the second quarter. Strong growth figures in some of the former crisis countries and small 

Eastern member states were not enough to offset the slowdown in Germany, which was hit by calendar effects and the 

“Putin factor”, as well as the reform laggards France and Italy. One negative factor, the crisis in Eastern Ukraine, has esca-

lated this summer, clouding the outlook for a near-term rebound. But Germany’s underlying strength, the ongoing recovery 

in the former crisis countries and some reform progress in Italy, as well as stronger global demand, the end of austerity and 

the accommodative ECB’s monetary policy should still combine to strengthen the recovery later this year. The downside 

risk to our forecast of 0.8% GDP growth for 2014 has increased with the weak Q2 GDP release, however. 

 

Chart: weak core, strong periphery (second quarter 2014 qoq GDP growth rates) 
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The slowdown in the Eurozone’s gradual, uneven recovery in Q2 was driven by the setback in Germany. The Eu-

rozone’s growth engine reported a GDP contraction of 0.2% qoq after expanding by 0.7% qoq in Q1. Weak investment was 

the key culprit as the spring recovery in construction was weaker than usual after a relatively mild winter, but uncertainty due 

to Putin’s behaviour in Eastern Ukraine probably made companies cautious as well. Rising consumption and stronger im-

ports point to resilient domestic growth, however. French GDP was flat despite a rise in consumption, while the other 

reform laggard Italy fell back into mild recession. Offsetting the weakness in the three Eurozone heavyweights were output 

rebounds in Portugal (+0.6% qoq after -0.6% in Q1) and the Netherlands (+0.5% qoq after -0.4%) as well as another strong 

performance by Spain (+0.6% qoq after +0.4% in Q1). For Greece, we estimate that seasonally adjusted GDP growth was 
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0.5% qoq in Q2. That would mean the end of recession, but is subject to considerable uncertainty about the quality of the 

data ahead of potentially substantial revisions later this year. In Cyprus - the last country so far to require Eurozone financial 

help - the recession eased to its shallowest since Q1 2012 (-0.3% qoq) and could soon give way to a Baltic-style dynamic 

recovery. Defying the Ukraine crisis, many Eastern European countries recorded a positive second quarter with growth rates 

ranging from 0.5% in Bulgaria to +1.0% qoq in Latvia (see Chart). 

 

The weak GDP performance is likely to bolster the ECB’s dovish stance over the coming months and may trigger 

heated debates in the next meetings over whether to add further stimulus or not. However, the distribution of Q2 growth 

figures itself does not suggest that insufficiently accommodative monetary policy is to blame. Germany with its extremely 

low interest rates and higher-than-average inflation rate was among the weakest performers. Meanwhile, Spain, Portugal and 

Greece have some of the lowest inflation rates and highest interest rates, but managed to expand significantly in Q2. This 

highlights that factors outside monetary policy are also important in determining growth, in particular governments’ struc-

tural reforms. That being said, Germany’s disappointing performance should weaken Bundesbank opposition to any further 

stimulus steps should the ECB majority decide they are necessary later this year. In that sense, the Q2 data do make more 

action from Frankfurt a bit more likely. 

 

 

Eurozone GDP 

 

% chg sa Q2 ‘14 Q1 ‘14 Q4 ‘13 Q3 ‘13 Q2 ‘13 Q1 ‘13 

QoQ 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.3 -0.2 

YoY 0.7 0.9 0.5 -0.3 -0.6 -1.2 
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